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Model-Based Development: ApplicationsAddison Wesley, 2011

	A Proven Development Methodology That Delivers On the Promise of Model-Based Approaches


	Software continues to become more and more complex, while software consumers’ expectations for performance, reliability, functionality, and speed-to-market are also growing exponentially. H. S. Lahman shows how...
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Gene Expression Programming: Mathematical Modeling by an Artificial Intelligence (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2006


	The idea for this second edition came from Janusz Kacprzyk on April 29,

	2005, who kindly invited me to his new Springer series, Studies in Computational

	Intelligence. The initial plan was to correct the usual typos and mistakes

	but leave the book unchanged, as Janusz thought (and I agreed with

	him) that it was the proper moment...
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Biochemistry of Signal Transduction and RegulationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003


	This book has originated from lectures on regulation and signal transduction that are

	offered to students of biochemistry, biology and chemistry at the University of Bayreuth.

	The idea to write a book on signal transduction was born during the preparations

	of these lectures where I realized that it is extremely difficult to achieve...
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RabiesAcademic Press, 2002

	Rabies offers a complete account of one of the oldest known diseases threatening public health today. Unlike most research-oriented descriptions of rabies, this book provides a narrative about the disease and its etiologic agent, encompassing the historical background to recent developments. The emphasis on the basic biology and...
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The Finite Element Method: Theory, Implementation, and Applications (Texts in Computational Science and Engineering)Springer, 2013

	This book gives an introduction to the finite element method as a general computational method for solving partial differential equations approximately. Our approach is mathematical in nature with a strong focus on the underlying mathematical principles, such as approximation properties of piecewise polynomial spaces, and variational...
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MicroeconomicsWorth Publishers, 2012

	Where microeconomics gets down to work

	Like no other text for the intermediate microeconomics course, Goolsbee, Levitt, and Syverson’s Microeconomics bridges the gap between the theory and practice, providing an empirical dimension that makes the course immediately relevant and useful to students. With carefully crafted...
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Tkinter GUI Application Development BlueprintsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Master GUI programming in Tkinter as you design, implement, and deliver ten real-world applications from start to finish


	About This Book

	
		Conceptualize and build state-of-art GUI applications with Tkinter
	
		Tackle the complexity of just about any size GUI application with a structured and...
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Learning LibGDX Game Development, Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2014

	Wield the power of the LibGDX framework to create a cross-platform game


	About This Book

	
		Write your game code once and run it on a multitude of platforms using LibGDX
	
		Learn about the key features of LibGDX that will ease and speed up your development cycles
	
		An...
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Building Chatbots with Python: Using Natural Language Processing and Machine LearningApress, 2018

	
		Build your own chatbot using Python and open source tools. This book begins with an introduction to chatbots where you will gain vital information on their architecture. You will then dive straight into natural language processing with the natural language toolkit (NLTK) for building a custom language processing platform for your...
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Learn Autodesk Inventor 2018 Basics: 3D Modeling, 2D Graphics, and Assembly DesignApress, 2017

	
		Get started with the basics of part modeling, assembly modeling, presentations, and drawings in this step-by-step tutorial on Autodesk Inventor fundamentals. Next, this book teaches you some intermediate-level topics such as additional part modeling tools, sheet metal modeling, top-down assembly features, assembly joints, and dimension...
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Computer-Aided Control Systems Design: Practical Applications Using MATLAB® and Simulink®CRC Press, 2012

	
		Computer-Aided Control Systems Design: Practical Applications Using MATLAB® and Simulink® supplies a solid foundation in applied control to help you bridge the gap between control theory and its real-world applications. Working from basic principles, the book delves into control systems...
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C++ Programming for the Absolute Beginner (For the Absolute Beginner)Course Technology PTR, 2002
No experience required to Learn C++ Programming

If you are new to programming with C++ and are looking for a solid  introduction, this is the reference for you. Developed by computer science  professors, books in the for the Absolute Beginner series teach the  principles of programming though simple game creating. You will...
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